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Topic - *How to do good business and at the same time be moral and ethical in
character?*
By Radhanath Swami
Notes There was a great sage from bengal BVT - in 19th centuries and he had a family of 10
children and he was a magistrate and occupational career with his inner spiritual
purpose and he has incredibly gifted as a magistrate. Even babajis, sadhus will come to
receive blesssings from him.
BVT says where is the greatest need, there is an greatest opportunity. We can see the
thing as an foundations of life. There is greatest message comes at the time of crisis, in
christain and islam tradition is meant to live in a persecution, buddha was in life of
seeking truth and we have BG that spoken by krsna to arjuna at the time of crisis b/w
the great war and arjuna got to know the understandings of life of neccesities not only
by hearing but also to apply in his life.
Arjun learned all his skills from dronacharya with the best of capacity and when at the
times of crisis he does with it full hearts and he was not a coward, but humble. BG says
prakriti kriyamaanani - nothing is ours. We are not propreitor, but we are the care
takes whatever we have and we are entrusted into to engage that in the service of god,
humanity and ultimately in all living beings. Whatever you situation you are - crisis or
prosperity. We should have intention to serve physically, emotionally, spiritually. Our
heart is seeking for meaning and purpose, Real fulfillliment of life our heart is seeking
to love and to be loved and that love can connect thought it by seva or service. Even if
that hanuman is serving by building bridge by lifting mountain or little spider lifting
grain of sand. Lord Rama said you both doing equal according to your capacity for a
spiritual moral support. Be conducted with character and with integrity and that can be
built by the foundation of compassion. We have many people in politics, medicine,
academics are all harmonize for one purpose to serve in the best possible way
individually and collectively.
Thank you very much
Hare Krsna
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